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Wow! Fifty issues! Who’d a thought?
Yes, we have fifty issues posted for free now on our website, chock full of 

unbelievably great stories, some from world’s experts, some from romance 
authors, poets, historians, archeologists, musicians, and much more. 

President Franklin Roosevelt (not a 
Celt by the way) took advantages of the 
phenomenon of the hearth being the center 

of the home with his “fireside chats.” I like 
to think of the readers of Celtic Guide sitting 

around the modern hearth of the computer (or smart phone, 
pad, etc.) reading stories of days gone by, and of new but 
ancient discoveries – stories from all over the globe, including 
participation from 16 countries!

I know you are out there as I see the “hit” count go up one 
to two thousand hits with every issue, and I see postings on 
Facebook saying how great it all is. Our website stats show 
as many as 220,000 - 250,000 overall hits, and we have those 
18,300 plus “likes,” which don’t even tell the whole story of how many Facebook hits we get. 
Who’d a thought?

 Get ready to cozy up to your fireplace (or your computer) and join us in a look at this month’s 
theme – “Hearth and Home.” 

Meanwhile, feel free to contact me at the email below with comments, ideas, whatever . . . and 
keep those home fires burning!

From The Editor . . .

http://www.celticguide.com • celticguide@gmail.com
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Christy Nicholas has done 
it again, providing us with just incredible 
photos from her many travels through the 
Hebrides Islands of Scotland.

The blackhouse or crofter’s cottage was the 
typical dwelling for Scottish farmer/fishermen. 
These were most common in the Hebrides 
and Scottish Highlands, with some in Ireland. 
Similar structures used in Iceland, were known 
as turf houses. These dwellings were built with 
dry stone walls and thatched roofs, and generally 
had flagstones or packed earth for a floor. 

No chimney was built for the hearth. The 
smoke made its way out through the roof, killing 
various vermin that might otherwise thrive 
there. People would live in these houses with 
their livestock during the winter months.

 The front cover of this month’s Celtic Guide 
shows the insides of one of the ancient Isle of 

Lewis blackhouses. The roofless ruins of this 
blackhouse show several connected rooms. This 
allowed people to stay inside during the worst 
of the winter weather and still have warm space 
to house their livestock.

The interior of most blackhouses was built  
partially underground to increase the insulative 
quality of the walls. 

The name blackhouse is of uncertain origin. 
Some say it was for the soot the chimney-less 
hearth left; some say for the dim interiors. 

The interior photo above shows just how 
dark it could get without sunlight to brighten 
the space.

Others say it was simply to differentiate the 
blackhouses from the later whitehouses.

Blackhouses gave way to whitehouses of a 
more modern era. These crofter cottages were 
much more like modern houses, with windows 
and wooden construction inside. 

The Blackhouse

Story and Photos
by Christy Jackson Nicholas

USA
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Shown here are two different angles of the same whitehouse from the Isle of Lewis. 
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As shown above and below, these unique Isle 
of Lewis blackhouses had braided ropes tied 
around stones that formed a net that would 
secure the thatch from the wicked winds of 
the Outer Hebrides. Each area had a different 
style of netting.

 

At left is another entranceway into one of the 
Isle of Lewis blackhouses.
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ABOVE: This whitewashed blackhouse on the Isle of Skye has all the modern conveniences, even a satellite 
dish!  Notice the netting and stones again. BELOW: Another example of a whitewashed crofter’s cottage 
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This Isle of Skye blackhouse is set up as a folk museum, and you can enter to see the way folks lived. 
Note that there are windows, but they are low and close to the ground.
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One final photo showing an authentic Isle of Skye blackhouse probably in use for several centuries
and still withstanding the rigors of Atlantic Ocean winds and the ravages of time.



Scotland is a magical, wondrous land. After all, 
no other country could pull off having a unicorn 
as its national animal. The folklore of Scotland 
reaches down into its stones, which in turn reach 
back up into its castles, built of that same rock. 
So, by hammer and tongs, let’s go in search of 
Scottish castle folklore.

My personal favorite is Dunvegan Castle. 
Located just north of Dunvegan on the Isle of Skye, 
it is the seat of the chiefs of Clan MacLeod. It has 
the distinction of being the longest continuously 
inhabited castle in Scotland, first having started 
as a Norse fort and then being built into a full-
fledged castle by Malcolm McLeod in 1350. 

Even more distinguishing, though, is that 
it is home to Am Bratach Sith, the Fairy Flag. 
A silk flag, a darkening yellow in color, it also 
has many small red elf dots on its surface. It is 
known for many magical properties: increasing 
fertility, curing cattle ailments, and increasing the 
fish population of the nearby loch, are among the 
most famous. It was given to the clan as a gift 
from the fairies, hence its name, although it is 
uncertain to whom it was given. Perhaps a young 
child chieftain, to help with his rule, or to an adult 

chieftain who was the lover of a fairy. It was well 
enough known in the 1800s that Sir Walter Scott 
wrote about it. 

Also located in the castle is the Dunvegan Cup, 
a relic stolen from the fairies by a witch’s son, 
plus Sir Rory Mor’s Horn, a drinking horn that 
each chief must drink a full measure of wine from 
at his succession.
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Scottish Castles:
Home To The Powerful

by James Slaven
USA

Dunvegan Castle, Isle of Skye, Scotland, home to the McLeod family for 666 years!

The Dunvegan Cup - Fairy Flag - and Sir Rory 
Mor’s Horn (photo by Roderick Charles MacLeod - 
in the public domain)



Duntulm Castle, in an area contested by 
the MacDonalds and the MacLeods, was a 
former MacDonald fortress with many haunted 
happenings. 

The ghost of Hugh MacDonald is said to cry 
out from his walled-up tomb, where he was forced 
into after betraying his siblings. He was fed salted 
meats until he died of dehydration, and still cries 
out for water. A livelier floating specter, the ghost 
of a clan chief gallivants around the castle grounds, 
carousing with the ghosts of his clan mates with 
drinking and fighting. The MacDonald ghost 
porter is definitely on my ale bucket list. 

There are female ghosties in the castle, as well, 
and are even more hauntingly spooky than the 
males. Margaret MacDonald is the weeping ghost 
of the castle. After having lost her eye through an 
accident involving a spear, her husband Donald 
left her and she was thrown out of the castle, made 
to leave on a one-eyed horse with a one-eyed 
servant and a one-eyed dog. She died nearby and 
her ghost returned to the castle, where her nightly 
wails can be heard by those who are soon to have 
an unfortunate accident of their own. Margaret 
also has a connection with Dunvegan Castle, 
being related to the MacLeods of Dunvegan.

The castle is said to have fallen to ruin after the 
death of a clan chief’s baby, having been dropped 
from a high window by a careless nursemaid. 
The nursemaid was either cast adrift into the sea 
or drowned in the nearby loch. Personally, I feel 
it is the latter, as she made it back to the castle, 
where she haunts it, adding her horrible moaning 
to Margaret’s. 

Glamis Castle has several legends. The most 
famous is that of the Monster of Glamis. This tale 
states that there is a bricked-up suite of rooms 
that hold a hideous monster, kept alone and apart 
from its family for its entire life. Stories vary as to 
who the monster is, with some accounts stating it 
was just a hideously deformed child of the chief, 
while others say that a vampire child is born to the 
family every other generation. 

Just as spooky, more so due to its basis in 
reality, is the Room of Skulls, where the Ogilvie 
family left enemies to starve to death. It really 
is covered in bones and may be the basis for the 
bricked-in room of the aforementioned monster.

Another legend of Glamis Castle is that of 
Earl Beardie. The Earl wanted to play cards, and 
started to do so, but was warned to stop due to 
restrictions on gambling (and most forms of fun) 
on the Sabbath. The Earl became furious and said 
he would play until John’s Book of Revelation 
came true, and even then would keep playing with 
the Devil. 

A stranger soon appeared at the castle to join in 
the game, who turned out to be the Devil himself. 
Old Scratch took Earl Beardie’s soul, in some 
versions taking it straight to hell and in others 
condemning him to play cards until doomsday, 
with no rest.

King Malcolm I was said to have been wounded 
in a nearby battle, and was taken to a hunting lodge 
upon the grounds of which the Glamis Castle was 
later built, and his ghost has been seen prowling 
the halls. 

There are also stories of people seeing a young 
girl in the upper windows who suddenly vanishes 
from sight, when acknowledged.
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Glamis Castle (Photo public domain)

Duntulm Castle: photo credit Scotland Tourism Bureau



 Although not a castle, there is a wonderful bit 
of folklore regarding Columba’s chapel at Iona. 
St. Columba had traveled from Ireland to Scotland 
with twelve fellow priests and monks, one of 
whom was Odran (sometimes seen as Oran). They 
were having trouble with building the structure, 
as each morning they would find the previous 
day’s work undone. Finally, Saint Columba heard 
a voice, telling him that a living man must be 
buried in the foundation, in order for the building 
to succeed. Odran was consigned to this fate and 
was immediately buried.

However, three days 
later, Odran pulled 
himself up, lifting his 
head above the dirt. He 
startled Saint Columba 
and the rest of the 
group, bothering them 
even more when he 
spoke. He looked at 
them and said: “There is 
no Hell as you suppose, 
nor Heaven that people 
talk about.” This scared 
Saint Columba, who 
feared this blasphemy 

would undo them all, so he ordered dirt be once 
again piled on top of Odran, to save all of their 
souls, including Odran’s. 

This seemed to have worked, as Odran was 
not heard from again and the chapel stood. There 
are other stories of foundation sacrifices in Great 

Britain, but the addition of the three-day time span 
that matches that of Jesus Christ’s resurrection 
after his crucifixion, is an interesting combination. 
The oldest remaining church on Iona is dedicated 
to Saint Odran, and the attached cemetery is 
called Reilig Odhrain after him. In fact, I first 
heard about this tale in a fictionalized story called 
“In Relig Odhrain,” by Neil Gaiman in his 2015 
compilation Trigger Warnings.

All things considered, it would probably be 
easier to count the number of Scottish castles that 
aren’t haunted or have some folklore attached 
to them. We also have: Stirling Castle, one of 
the castles where Scottish monarchs have been 
crowned, has The Green Lady, who was a servant 
to Mary Queen of Scots; Balmoral Castle is 
haunted by the ghost of Queen Victoria’s servant 
and possible lover, John Brown; Dalhousie Castle, 
on the banks of the River Esk, is haunted by Lady 
Catherine of Dalhousie’s ghost -- being forbidden 
to see her love, a local peasant boy, she locked 
herself away in a tower and starved herself to 
death and she is now seen, a figure of grey, both 
around the castle’s turrets and in the dungeons.

So when you’re planning your trip to Scotland, 
and plan on staying in a castle, keep these stories 
in mind. After all, who needs sleep? Slainte!

You can read more folklore, history, mead 
making, and ancestral recipes at the author’s 
website: http://hubpages.com/@jamesslaven
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Iona Abbey and St Oran’s Graveyard (Whithorn 
Priory Museum -- UK government website)

St Columba
(public domain)
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Few would argue that the large screen TV 
has replaced or at least enhanced the hearth of 
the modern family home, as shown above.

This drawing was created in 1943, during 
World War II, before the television was even 
readily available to the average homeowner.   

According to Wikipedia: “Television became 
available in crude experimental forms in the late 
1920s. After World War II, an improved form 
became popular in the United States and Britain, 
and television sets became commonplace in 
homes, businesses, and institutions.”

However, this drawing was made during the 
war, and to add to its remarkable existence, the 
image on the screen is shown in color, not black 
& white, which was the only type of TV available 
at that point. Color TV wasn’t introduced in 
America until 1953, almost a decade after this 
drawing was made, and two decades before it 
became available to the average homeowner. 
Even more remarkable, this particular TV set is 
a large format variety with remote control - two 
much more recent adaptations of technology.

So who could it be that was so inventive as to 
imagine the possibility of a large format, remote-
controlled, color television in every home, a full 
generation before its time?

This genius was named Wilbur Henry Adams, 
of Erie, Pennsylvania (PA) - a man who conceived 
many items we take for granted today.

The collected drawings and examples of 
Adams’ work are to be donated to the Library 
of Congress next month (September 2016), 
according to Alexa Potter, curator of the 
collection, and Abigail Adams Greenway, 
daughter of Wilbur Henry Adams. 

Both, as you can imagine, are excited to see 
the Adams collection recognized through the 
honor of inclusion in the Library of Congress. 

Both also graciously answered questions 
for the Celtic Guide, in regard to the above 
illustration, which they provided for our use.

 Wilbur’s handwritten note reads: “After 
the war, television (now perfected) will be a 
common thing in every American home.” 

He also points out a “remote control panel,” 
and calls his idea, “Home Television,” a 
concept unheard of at the time, especially in this 
advanced state.

So what is Wilbur Adams’ story doing in a 
magazine about Celtic culture?

Well, there is some reason to believe that Mr. 
Adams was of Celtic blood through his Adams 
line, and possibly many other lines as well.

by James A. McQuiston, FSAScot
USAA New Hearth For Our Home  
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Wilbur Adams grew up in Erie, PA, the son of 
Albert Adams, a hard-working roofer. Trained at 
Carnegie Tech and the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, he worked on important industrial 
design projects from New York to Hollywood, 
before returning to Erie to start a private studio. 
He is said to be one of the first true American 
industrial designers.

A YouTube video of some of the amazing 
inventiveness of this man can be found at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQrXViwvT88 

                                 ~ • ~
Each morning Adams would don a three-

piece suit and make his way to his barn studio 
in Erie as somewhat of a country gentleman. 

Little is known of his genealogy, however 
there is now a lot of information available about 
the Adams family in general through the work of 
several people, including David Scifres, creator 
of the website: AdamsFamilyDNA.com

David points out that one set of Adams DNA 
from Pennsylvania is speculated to match that 
of the Fir Domnann of Leinster, Ireland, and 
also with the Dumnonii of Scotland, and the 
Domnonii of Wales and Cornwall. All of these 
countries are, in fact, considered members of 
the Six Celtic Nations.

In the vast list of participants in the Adams 
DNA Project, Ireland, Scotland and Wales come 
up as the home of the earliest known relative, as 
does England. There are also early records of 
connections to many other well-known Scotch-
Irish families, especially in the Scotch-Irish 
enclaves of Eastern Pennsylvania (Cumberland 
and Lancaster Counties), Western Pennsylvania 
(Washington and Allegheny Counties) and 
Londonderry, New Hampshire.

Many authors claim England as home to the 
earliest of Adams family members. In fact, the 
earliest known record of the name was of Alianor 
Adams, which was dated 1281, as a witness in 
the “Assize Rolls of Cheshire,” during the reign 
of King Edward I.

Cheshire, shown as the Earldom of Chester on 
the map to the right, borders Wales. However, at 

the time of this 1281 record, Cheshire or Chester 
included part of what is now considered Wales. 

So to say the Adams family may have come 
from Cheshire, England is in perfect agreement 
with Mr. Scifres’ research indicating Welsh, Irish 
and Scottish origins for some Adams DNA.

That Wilbur Adams’ family would end up in 
Erie, PA can be shown as an obvious result by 
the fact that many Scotch-Irish families came 
to America at Pennsylvania, moved west across 
the Alleghenies, and then north to Erie, as that 
land opened up after the American Revolution. 

Other Adams have been shown to have come 
to Erie from New England, and Mr. Scifres lists 
both Pennsylvania and New England as early 
places of settlement for the Adams family, as 
is the case with the majority of Scotch-Irish 
coming to America in the early 1700s. 

But there is much more proof that this family 
was part of the Scotch-Irish diaspora.

Wilbur Adams

Wales, in green, and 
Cheshire (the Earldom 
of Chester) in purple.
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The Scotch-Irish were made up principally of 
Scottish people who had moved to Ireland, often 
around the city and county of Londonderry. This 
is where Londonderry, NH, home to one early 
batch of Adams, received its name.

Joining with the Scots in Ireland were some 
of English descent, too, though most did not last. 
The typical Scotch-Irish family would consist 
of Celtic and perhaps Norse, or Norman blood. 

In many cases, there was intermarriage with 
Celts from Ireland, even though this is often said 
not to be the case. It mostly depends on what era 
of the Scotch-Irish diaspora we are looking at.

It is a fact that one condition of the marriage  
of an Irish princess to a Scots chief included 
the intermarrying of over 150 Irish and Scottish 
families. Some of these folks moved back 
to Scotland, others stayed in Ireland. So to 
categorize the Scotch-Irish as strictly Scots in 
Northern Ireland for a generation or two is just 
not the case.

I have personal knowledge of this, having 
spent decades studying my own family history, 
which follows along the same path as the Adams 
family, from Londonderry, Northern Ireland, 
to Londonderry, New Hampshire, to Eastern 
Pennsylvania at Cumberland and Lancaster 
Counties, to the Pittsburgh area, on up to the 
Erie area, and finally down the Great Wagon 
Road to the Carolinas. 

My family and the Adams family are hardly 
alone in this migration. Hundreds of Scotch-Irish 
families followed this same path and many are 
linked through marriage to the Adams family, 
including Susan McQuiston who married Elias 
Adams, Sherman McQuiston who married Etta 
Adams, Nancy Jane McQuiston who married 
Dr. Charles W. Adams, and Margaret McQuiston 
who married William Adams – all in the 1800s. 

In Charles Hanna’s great work, The Scotch 
Irish, published in 1902, he recounts a diary of 
one of the great, early Scotch-Irish preachers in 
Pennsylvania, Rev. John McMillan, who notes 
that he “went about four hours to Mr. Adams’, 
where I spent the remainder of the day.”

Every entry in Rev. McMillan’s journal has 
him visiting Scotch-Irish families, as he was, in 
fact, a Presbyterian minister. There is no reason 
to believe the Adams family was any different in 
their religion or race, though some later changed 
religions (as many Scotch-Irish families did) 
while typically remaining Protestant.

In another famous book on this race entitled 
Scotch Irish Pioneers in Ulster and America, 
written by Charles Knowles Bolton in 1910, it is 
stated that William Adams was one of the earliest 
settlers in Londonderry, New Hampshire, home 
to many Scotch-Irish families. 

Bolton also lists the Adams family as one of 
the earliest Scotch-Irish settlers of Newberry, 
South Carolina. 

In the book As God Is My Witness, published 
in 2002, Robert and William Adams are listed 
as early martyrs in Scotland for the Presbyterian 
religion. 

Finally, in the book The Scotch-Irish in 
America, published in 1892, D. P. Adams, of 
Nashville, TN, is listed as a prominent member 
of the Scotch-Irish Society of America. 

Charles Hanna, Charles Knowles Bolton,  
the Presbyterian Church, and the Scotch-Irish 
Society of America all recorded the Adams 
family as being Scotch-Irish. 

These are arguably the very top sources that 
could possibly be quoted on the subject. Add 
in the massive amount of Adams family DNA 
research on AdamsFamilyDNA.com, which leads 
potentially to the same conclusion, and it would 
be strange indeed for Wilbur Henry Adams to be 
anything but a Celt, come to America through 
the Scotch-Irish diaspora, or alternately through 
immigration by a Welsh/English family. 

Of course, DNA testing of one of Wilbur’s 
descendants, most conveniently a male heir, 
could easily prove or disprove this theory. 

In the meantime strong evidence points to 
this particular Celt, Wilbur Henry Adams, as 
the innovator who, a generation early, predicted 
the modern “hearth and home” configuration – 
large screen color TV, remote control, and all.



From A Castle
 To A Lighthouse
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Kinnaird Castle has a very long history, 
dating back to the 16th century when it was first 
built. This is the only castle in history that was 
turned into a lighthouse.

We have to go back in time to find out how 
and why this castle became a lighthouse.

Before lighthouses, how did ships manage to 
sail past coastlines especially in the fog, without 
having a disaster? 

There were lights in the fields made from 
wood, coal or torches, oil lamps and candles. 
Chapels and churches lit their lights at night so 
they could be seen. These would have been the 
only lights to help the ships navigate their way. 

Bells and gongs were used when the fog was 
heavy. Scary times if you were the captain of a 
sailing ship, as not all ships made it; some did 
run aground.

Kinnaird Castle has had three names, but has 
mostly been known as known as Fraserburgh 
Castle or Kinnaird Head Castle. Construction 
began in March 1570. The builder was Sir 
Alexander Fraser, 8th Laird Philorth.

Fraser changed the fishing village of Faithlie 
into the burgh of Fraserburgh in the 1590s. The 
castle is located in the town of Fraserburgh, 
Aberdeenshire, on the east coast of Scotland, 
looking out at the North Sea, where it meets the 
Moray Firth.

It is believed that the bluff upon which the 
Castle of Kinnaird is built is the Promontorium 
Taixalium referred to by Ptolemy, an ancient 
Egyptian mapmaker who lived in Alexandria in 
104 A.D.

The cost of the building was so expensive 
that the 8th Laird of Philorth was forced to sell 

by
Alison MacRae

Canada

Kinnaird Head Lighthouse (Wikipedia user Bard O the broch)
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Philorth Castle, which was their family home, 
and is now known as Cairnbulg Castle. This 
was lost from the family for over 300 years. In 
1934, the 19th Lord Saltoun bought it back.

In 1669, the 10th Laird of Philorth inherited 
the title of Lord Saltoun and in later years he 
had apartments in Kinnaird Castle.

The last family to reside in the castle 
was after the 1745 Jacobite rebellion battle. 
Henrietta Fraser was the daughter of the 12th 
Lord Salthoun, and she and her husband, John 
Gordon of Kinellar, lived there. One of their 
daughters married her cousin and they relocated 
back to his family home which was the Philorth 
House, where the generation of Frasers lived 
until 1915, when it was burnt down. The Frasers 
of Philorth are a branch of the Clan Fraser.

The 16th century castle was converted in 1787 
to the Kinnaird Head Lighthouse. The reason 
for choosing the castle was its ideal location; 
building the lighthouse on top of the fortified 
tower. It was commissioned and leased by the 
Trustees of the Northern Light Houses, which 
later was known as the Northern Lighthouse 
Board. The bluff was also high enough and 
looking out to the sea, which was a location the 
trustees were looked for and so they picked it as 
their first lighthouse in Scotland. 

The lighthouse was designed by Thomas 
Smith, as he was employed for his skills with 
lighting devices and parabolic reflectors. 

It was easier for him to build a lantern on top 
of an existing structure, as he had never built a 
lighthouse in his life!

Smith was a widower who married Jean 
Lillie Stevenson, a widow whose young son 
was Robert Stevenson. Robert Stevenson was 
Smith’s apprentice, then business partner, and 
son-in-law, and he eventually inherited  the 
lighthouse building business. Yes, he built 
many of the lighthouses that are still around to 
this day, built by the famous Stevenson family 
architects.

Robert Stevenson’s grandson was the famous 
author Robert Louis Stevenson.

The structure was rebuilt in the 1820s, when 
internal alterations were made to the tower to 
accommodate a new lantern that was 120 feet 
above the sea. This was a whale oil lamp which 
produced a fixed light, backed by a parabolic 
reflector. It was the most powerful light of its 
time, visible up to 14 miles.

Additional buildings were constructed for 
the lighthouse keepers. The architect family 
of Stevensons also designed these structure 
changes.

In 1929, Kinnaird Head Lighthouse became 
home to the first radio beacon in Scotland.

The fog horn was disconnected in 1987, but 
it can still be seen.

During World War II, heavy bombing and 
machine gunning attacks fell upon the town 
of Fraserburgh, so much so that the town was 
given the name “Little London.” There was 
munition work that was carried out on Rolls 
Royce aircraft engines and parts for the Bofore 
guns. 

Bombs were dropped during an air raid 
and exploded 50 yards from the lighthouse 
building. Damage was done to the lantern, the 
radio beacon panes of glass and frames, and the 
ceiling of a kitchen. It was believed that what 
saved the lighthouse from further attacks were 
the tall solitary chimneys of the fish processing 
factory behind the lighthouse that it was believed 
the enemy took their bearings from.

Old graphic of the layout of the castle provided by 
The Museum of Scottish Lighthouses. 
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One cannot imagine the endurance the 
people in the area dealt with during these air 
raids. Same for the lighthouse keepers and their 
family living inside the lighthouse where the 
paraffin was stored for the beacon of light that 
was flashing out to sea guiding the ships. The 
present lighthouse is a new automated building 
that was built in 1991, about 30 yards in front 
of the old tower. The original Kinnaird Head 
Lighthouse was then decommissioned. 

In Scotland the last lighthouse that went 
automatic was the Fair Isle South Lighthouse, 
in the year 1998.

The following is what is left of the old castle 
today and can be seen on tours.

The ground floor of the lighthouse retains 
much of the old castle kitchen with the large 
fireplace stove still visible. There are also a 
number of passages and the remains of two 
stairways on the lower level.

The stairway at the end of the passage would 
have been a narrower version of Stevenson’s 

1824 tower. This would have been the stairs 
used by the keepers until the completion of the 
tower. The recess left by the turnpike stair is 
still visible on the first floor in an area now used 
as a cupboard. High up above the small window 
are the remains of an embrasure of an arrowslit 
window. This was a defensive window designed 
for firing arrows or flintlocks, narrower on the 
outside than on the inside.

The tower is described as mock-fortified. 
This does not mean the arrowslits were there 
purely for decoration. If required they could be 
used.

The Kinnaird Head Lighthouse is now 
operating as the Museum of Scottish Lighthouses 
where the best collection of lenses, artifacts, 
and equipment are on display. The original 
lighthouse and engine room are preserved just 
as they were the day the last lighthouse keeper 
left.

The museum is open all year round, seven 
days a week for tours. On special occasions the 

Passageway photo provided by
The Museum of Scottish Lighthouses 

Old stairway photo provided by
The Museum of Scottish Lighthouses 



old lighthouse light is lit. These occasions are 
for significant anniversaries.

On December 1, 2012, the light was lit up 
at 3:31p.m. It was extinguished at 8:30a.m. the 
next morning, marking a full 17 hour shift. On 
that occasion, Kinnaird Head Lighthouse was 
the only manned lighthouse in the British Isles. 
This was done for the 225th anniversary of the 
Kinnaird Head Lighthouse. With the lighthouses 
going automatic you would not think there 
would still be lighthouse keepers.

The Northern Lighthouse board still 
employs keepers. They are now called “retained 
lighthouse keepers.” They are responsible for 
the upkeep of all the automated lights. They 
visit once a fortnight to clean the glass and lens, 
changing any faulty bulbs, and undertaking to 

carry out general maintenance that might be 
needed. 

So if you have a desire to become a retained 
lighthouse keeper, apply to the Northern 
Lighthouse Board.

There is also a wine tower on the property 
that is nearly as old as the castle, with quite a 
legend attached to it, which I will do an article 
on another time.

The castle which is now known as Kinnaird 
Head Lighthouse is listed as a building of 
Architectural/Historical interest by Historic 
Scotland.

I would like to thank the Museum of Scottish 
Lighthouses for their kind permission in 
supplying the photos, information, and image 
of the castle.
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The above photo of the arch of the old cast kitchen fireplace 
was provided by The Museum of Scottish Lighthouses.
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We have surviving examples and modern-
day re-creations of hearths and homes, mostly 
at tourist sites, that help us understand how the 
ancient Scots, Irish and other Celts lived, but what 
if we had photographs or drawings of what these 
places actually looked like, back in their day?

We do!
In the mid-1700s, an Englishman named 

Thomas Pennant traveled throughout Scotland 
and wrote a couple of books on what he found 
there. These were accepted with great interest as, 
at the time, Scotland was not very populated due 
to Highland clearances, and was not yet a major 
tourist attraction. It remained somewhat of a 
mystery to many.

Along with Pennant’s detailed writings, 
drawings were made of many sites, mostly castles 
and birds or other animals native to Scotland. 
But amongst this treasure trove of frozen time, 
we find the two drawings shown here. The large 
illustration above is of a crofter’s cottage on the 
island of Islay. It clearly shows how thatched 
roofs were held down from the wind by rocks tied 
together, often with weaved heather vines. 

Luckily, we have not just the outside view but 
also the interior, shown below.

You’ll note how, in this case, the hearth is a 
circular fire located away from the wall, typically 
on a platform of stone. Above it was a hole in the 
roof for the smoke to escape. This was a common 

by James A. McQuiston, 
FSAScot

USA

Real Hearths and Homes
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form of hearth for hundreds of years, throughout 
Europe, in peasant huts and in the homes of the 
wealthy, until the idea of a chimney began to 
become popular. Even then, the hearth was usually 
at floor level. Eventually, it was raised to the more 
common fireplace hearth of today.

Having traveled in Ireland and Scotland, I can 
tell you that there are many old fireplaces that 
are even with the floor. In Carrickfergus I saw 
one so large you could walk inside of it. It had 
been hidden inside the wall of a hotel until they 
began some recent remodeling and found it. They 
decided to leave it open for a showpiece, even 
though they did not use it.

The hearth was the gathering place of the 
family out of necessity, to prevent the occupants 
of the home from being cold. It became the place 
where stories were told and fiddles were played.

As these folks moved on to America, they 
brought their hearth with them to their new home, 
at least in spirit.

Below is a drawing from the home of the man 
who wrote the song “Home Sweet Home” in 
1822. His name was John Howard Payne, and he 
also wrote a cookbook in which this illustration 
appeared of the hearth in the home where he grew 
up.

This fireplace features a raised hearth and still 
appears to be large enough to walk into, based on 
the size of the chair setting next to it.

Payne’s family was originally not Celtic, 
though they probably married into Celtic families 
along the way. Instead, they had Viking roots. 
Hugh de Payen was the founder of Paisley Abbey, 
in Paisley, Scotland. He was also recorded as the 
very first Grand Master of the Knights Templar. 
He is even mentioned in the book The Da Vinci 
Code. Payen came to Scotland from Normandy.

Payen’s name was spelled a variety of ways 
and is the root of the Payne family name. The 
childhood home of John Howard Payne was 
located in Boston, obviously one of the most 
Celtic of American cities.

Another pretty famous man, who happened 
to become the first mayor of Pittsburgh, PA. 
was Ebenezer Denny, whose family appears to 
have traveled, over the centuries, from the Norse 
countries, to Normandy, to Scotland, to Ireland 
and then on to America, no doubt picking up a 
handful of Celtic bloodlines along the way.

By the time you read this, I will have marched 
in the 200th Anniversary Parade for Pittsburgh 
alongside members of the Denny family, who are 
distantly related to me. I wrote the only biography 
known of Eb Denny, who was an incredible 
person. Eb was born in Carlisle, PA, and just as 
photography was starting to become available 
to the general public, the old log cabin he was 
born in was being torn down. Luckily, it became 
a subject for many people to photograph. Below 
is the home of Eb Denny’s birth and childhood. 
On the following page is the interior showing the 
family fireplace and hearth.
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This home of Ebenezer Denny’s family was 
built in 1758 (probably by his own father), and no 
doubt patterned after many earlier homes of the 
family. The Dennys were part of the Scotch-Irish 
diaspora of movement from Scotland, to Ireland, 
to American (particularly to Pennsylvania).

It is hard to tell if the fireplace was large 
enough to crawl inside, with the placement of the 
chairs in the foreground. However, the hearth is 
raised from the level of the dirt floor, covered here 
with throw rugs. Keep in mind, this is not a staged 

setting for tourists. This is how the family lived 
before this cabin was torn down. 

Once again, the hearth was the gathering place 
in this home, due to the need to stay warm. Through 
the centuries, the hearth, the actual heart of the 
home, became so ingrained in the minds of these 
families that the saying “hearth and home” came 
to mean everything about being a family. And so 
we chose it as the theme for this issue of Celtic 
Guide to remind our readers and contributors 
alike that we are our own little family.
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Here’s Obie at Blarney Castle on June 10, 2016. As viewed 
by the visitor today, this is the third fortress to have 
been erected on this site. The first building in the 10th 
century was a wooden structure. Around 1210 A. D. 
this was replaced by a stone structure, which had 
the entrance some twenty feet above the ground on the 
north face. This building was demolished to be used 
for foundations. In 1446, the third castle was built by 
Dermot McCarthy, King of Munster, of which the keep 
still remains standing. In addition to the McCarthys, 
the castle has been owned by Sir Richard Pyne, the Lord 
Chief Justice of Ireland, and by Sir James St. John 
Jefferyes, then governor of Cork City. It is currently 
owned by relatives of Jefferyes named Colthurst.

by Liam O Shea
Ireland
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by
Avellina Balestri

USA
Hearth of My Heart

Home is calling
Tugging at the heart
Piercing it through
Like a fisherman’s hook
Like a net cast breaking
The skin of the sea
I’m being called home
To the place of belonging
Where the turf fire burns
And the cauldron boils
Where the grail overflows
And time is undone
 
Find me a thin place
Where water kisses land
Where the seals sing
And the salmon swim
Let my bowl be filled
With nuts and apples
And pour me spiced wine
From the warrior’s horn
Nine maidens to guard my sleep
Nine virtues to guide my path
 
Blessings on your door posts
And your crosses of Brighid
Welcoming the weary traveler
With a circle cast about me
A star of elements and wounds
Bring bright blessings, old and new
Of earth and water, fire and air
And the blood of God
Love’s royal wine
Drinking deeply
Souls bound fast
 
Let the winds roar
O circle me round!
I shall find the forest queen
Woodland fae turned Nazareth’s maid

And the bird’s song will sever time
And I will birth the Prince foretold
In Pendragon’s star
A homecoming, again…
To the moments of our waking
Through crystal shafts of healing
 
I shall find a home
In the hearth of my heart
Turf-fire flickers
In the eyes of strangers
Meeting, gaze to gaze
And Anam Cara is born
We are home to each other
And then, in ink-stained solitude,
I shall find my cell a haven
Where love may grow and stories flow
And I shall wait for the Guest to come
The table will be set
Bread broken, water poured
And the night shall fall
And the candle burn
And its beauty shall blaze all the brighter
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About
AvellinA:
Avellina Balestri (alias Rosaria Marie) is 

a Catholic freelance writer who resides in the 
scenic and historic Penn-Mar borderlands. She 
is a founding member and Editor-in-Chief of 
The Fellowship of the King, an online magazine 
inspired by the works of J.R.R. Tolkien and 
dedicated to merging faith, culture, creativity, 
and the liberal arts: 

www.thefellowshipoftheking.net. 
Avellina will be contributing to the next 

three Celtic Guides, at least, with a story about 
Halloween in the October issue 
and one on the Glastonbury 
Thorn in the December issue.

Avellina is also a recording 
artist, singing and playing 
the penny whistle and 
bodhran drum, following 
in the footsteps of Celtic 
artists such as Loreena 
McKennitt, Karliene, Lydia 
McCaully,  Julie Fowlis, Liam 
Lawton, Brother Seamus, etc. 

In all of this, she draws her 
inspiration from the Ultimate 
Love and Source of Creativity, 
and hopes to share that love 
and creativity with others. 

To learn more about her 
freelance writing and editing 
endeavors, please visit her 
official Facebook page: 
w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m /
avellinambalestri



Hearth and Home
   in Prehistory
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For this month’s theme I thought I would 
take a look at domestic architecture during 
the prehistory of Britain (up until the arrival 
of the Roman Legions). The term “domestic 
architecture” is a very dry term, conjuring up 
dull reports of postholes, stone walls and theses 
on roofing material. Experimental archaeology 
has livened it up though through the use of 
reconstructions which bring those postholes and 
walls to life. 

However, increasingly archaeologists and 
prehistorians are beginning to consider the 
possibility that the houses of the past were not 
just a place to protect you from the elements, but 
also an integral part of a given society’s world 
view. Archaeologically, the structural evidence 
for the homes of our distant ancestors is often 
very slight, especially the further back in time 
you go.

At the site of Mt. Sandel, County Derry, 
Ireland, archaeologists uncovered at least 
ten structures in addition to a variety of pits, 
postholes, and hearths. The structures were 
mostly oval in shape, and approximately six 
metres in length, and most had a central hearth. 

When dated using radiocarbon, the results 
show that the site was occupied around 9,000 
years ago, representing some of the earliest 
evidence for settlement in Britain and Ireland. 

It was suggested that the structures were 
constructed of saplings bent over to form a dome 
shape and then covered with either a thick layer 
of grasses or animal hides. There was some 
evidence for the reuse of the site over the next 
millennia. 

To understand Mt. Sandel and other similar 
Mesolithic sites, it is wise to take a step back 
and consider the site within the broader context 

by
Toni-Maree Rowe

New Zealand

Reconstruction houses at the Stonehenge Visitor Centre. Photo by Toni-Maree Rowe



of the landscape. The people who lived in these 
settlements were hunter/gatherers and the land 
was their provider – in these cases, hearth and 
home was intricately tied to landscape; home 
was not necessarily the hut you slept in, but the 
landscape you traversed season to season. 

Moving into the Neolithic Era, the earlier 
ideas of landscape may take on a different form, 
but are still rooted in the ways of the ancestor. It 
is not surprising that the very earliest evidence 
at Stonehenge is dated to the Mesolithic. 
Rectangular, timber and impermanent are the 
words usually used when describing early 
Neolithic “domestic” structures of Britain. In 
Scotland, the site of Balbridie dating to around 
3,700 B.C. was 26 metres long and 13 metres 
wide, a pattern which is repeated on other early 
Neolithic sites such as Gwernvale in Wales and 
Ballyglass in Ireland. The latter was discovered 
adjacent to a later stone tomb suggesting a far 
greater connection between domestic and ritual 
than first assumed. The houses themselves are 
sufficiently large enough that they have been 

interpreted as “halls” or places for communal 
living. The size and assumed nature of these 
structures are echoed in the funerary monuments 
of the time which are still visible today.

“The trouble with this is that it assumes there 
was a distinction between the two in prehistory 
– an assumption which arises purely and simply 
out of the way archaeologists live their own 
lives today.” (Pryor F. 2003. ‘Britain BC’).

In the far north of the country in Orkney are 
the sites of Skara Brae and Barnhouse which are 
remarkably well preserved. Skara Brae dates to 
around 5,000 years ago and not all the buildings 
are contemporary.  The best-preserved houses 
are 1 – 8, which belong to the final phase of 
settlement. The earliest houses can be seen 
between these and are known from beneath 
(discovered whilst excavating the lower levels 
of the midden which surrounds the houses). 

House nine is the most complete of the 
earliest houses and as such its design is very 
similar to the later village.

Stone dresser at Skara Brae, Orkney. Photo by Toni-Maree Rowe
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On the whole, the houses conform to a 
standard internal design, low narrow doorways 
that lead into a windowless room. As you enter, 
your attention is grabbed by the large stone 
dresser directly opposite the door; there is a 
central stone-lined hearth and on the right and 
left are stone boxes, the largest of which are 
interpreted as beds. This internal design can also 
be seen at Barnhouse and at another Orcadian 
site of Rinyo. Uniformity in design across these 
sites cannot be accidental. Artefacts found in situ 
within the houses at Skara Brae would suggest 
that there was a degree of segregation with men 
and women/children sleeping separately. The 
beds on the right of the hearth were larger than 
those on the left, whilst the artefacts found on 
the left were mostly beads, utensils and pots. 

“In most of the later houses, there is some 
item of furniture, usually a slab-built box, to 
the immediate left of the entrance, obliging 
the person entering to turn to the right into the 
‘male’ area of the house. If this apparent interest 
in left and right, female and male, is real, it may 
suggest that one view of the world held by the 
inhabitants concerned duality, a very common 
feature of human cosmology.” (Ritchie A. 2000. 
‘Prehistoric Orkney’).

Leaving the Neolithic and heading into the 

Bronze Age, a great deal changes and people’s 
everyday lives seem to become more visible 
to us. Interestingly, house styles change quite 
dramatically in the Bronze Age; the roundhouse 
makes its first appearance, unlike on the continent 
where square and rectangular houses remain the 
norm. This begs the question why? The earliest 
roundhouses first appeared in the late Neolithic 
and there has been some suggestion that the 
shape was inspired by the shape of the burial 
mounds, the first stone circles and the spiral 
designs found in passage graves. The circular 
nature of the sun and moon’s movement plus 
their own inherent shape, may well also be a 
factor in house design. The importance of the 
sun and moon in the Neolithic and Bronze 
Age is well attested to in relation to their ritual 
monuments, but is it possible to see this in the 
everyday.

Around 2,000 B.C., the numbers of round- 
house settlements increases considerably,, 
dominating not only the Bronze Age but 
also the Iron Age. Apart from shape, another 
consistent feature of a roundhouse relates to the 
entranceways. Each roundhouse tends to have 
only one entrance which almost always faces 
east or southeast. For a long time, archaeologists 
didn’t question the reason why this was, after 
all it does make a certain amount of practical 
sense. The need for the greatest amount of light 
and warmth from the sun would be important. 
The fact that the entrances were also aligned on 
the sunrise of the equinoxes or midwinter was a 
happy coincidence...

In the late 1990s, Mike Parker Pearson began 
to show a link between the orientation of the 
roundhouse and the way they were used. 
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Dresser at a house reconstruction at Stonehenge.  
The reconstructions at the visitor centre are based 
upon the actual remnants of houses found not too 
far away from Stonehenge and are dated to the 
same time frame.  The evidence for the dresser 
was a series of small postholes near the opposite 
wall to the entrance. 



The sun was important in determining how 
and why different tasks were performed in 
the house, the clockwise movement of the sun 
providing an actual and symbolic indication of 

time. In much the same way with the houses 
of Skara Brae, when entering a roundhouse 
movement would be to the left into an area 
of living, where eating, weaving, and food 
preparation was performed. The dark side of the 
roundhouse was for sleeping and storage. 

Excavations of a large roundhouse at 
Longbridge Deverill in Wiltshire found that to 
the left of the door, the burnt fragments of an 
upright loom were found, as well as lots of other 
domestic debris (the house was burnt down and 
hastily abandoned) and yet on the right hand 
side, the sleeping side, it was virtually litter 
free. In the Iron Age wheelhouses of Scotland, 
stone dressers were placed opposite the doorway 
where the light of the new day would reach; 
these would often contain items which have 
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A reconstruction of a Bronze Age roundhouse at 
Saveock Water Archaeology Centre.

https://www.facebook.com/T-M-Rowe-Writer-513830541962619/

T M Rowe
Writer

Facebook
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been interpreted as offerings. Parker Pearson 
also pointed out that when a person left the house 
in the morning, they would facing the rising sun 
and when they returned and entered the house 
in the evening, they would be facing the setting 
sun in the west – albeit symbolically.

It would seem that entrances were important 
places in themselves. At Haddenham in the 
Eastern Fens, the door posts were marked 
with the carcasses of whole sheep and it is not 
uncommon to find baby or child burials near to 
the doorways of Iron Age houses; suggesting 
perhaps a connection between birth, life, and 
the rising sun. 

“The practical and domestic chores of the 
everyday life were set within a world of ritual 
and observance connected with the sun’s 
path.” (Parker Pearson M. 2000. ‘Bronze Age 
Britain’).

The presence of burials within the houses 
themselves was not an unusual feature. At 
Trethallan Farm in Cornwall, a row of at least 
seven roundhouses were excavated prior to a 
housing development. Three were interpreted 
as dwellings, all were at the eastern end of 
the settlement, had central hearths and were 
orientated to the south-east. In the largest 
house, the remains of fully-extended male were 
discovered under the hearth. It was aligned on  a 
north-east/south-west axis – the opposite to the 
house orientation. The burial was not part of the 
abandonment phase of the settlement as there 
was evidence that the hearth was reused after 
deposition. 

On Cladh Hallan, South Uist, there are some 
twenty-five known settlements dating from the 
Bronze Age and early Iron Age. At the southern 
end is the Daliburgh complex, dating to around 
1,000 B.C. human remains played a role in the 
settlement’s foundations and during its lifetime. 
Prior to the houses being built, pits were dug 
and then refilled with clean sand, fragments 
of human skull, and cremated bone. In the 
north house, pits were dug, in one of which 

was a crouched body of an adult female (aged 
around forty) who appeared to have been tightly 
wrapped for about three hundred years before 
being reinterred here. A second pit contained the 
remains of three men, the neck and head of one, 
the jaw of another and the body of the third. 

Later analysis of the bones indicated that 
decay had stopped as soon as body had started 
to rot; there was also a suggestion that the 
body had been “stored’” in a peat bog prior to 
redeposited under the house. The burials and 
pits were aligned on a northeast-southwest 
orientation.

The houses at Cladh Hallan were, like others 
around the country, orientated to face either east 
or southeast, away from the prevailing winds 
and towards the rising sun. The interior layout 
was also uniform; here the passage of the sun 
around the sky is echoed in the siting of activities 
around the house. Thus daytime activities such 
as cooking (southeast and the beginning of 
the day) and working were conducted on the 
south side and sleeping was on the north side. 
Underfloor burials of humans were found in the 
northeast part of the house.

“For some time archaeologists have 
suspected that roundhouse architecture was not 
simply functional but embodied religious beliefs 
about the world and about the cyclical passage 
of time.” (Parker Pearson M. Et al - www.shef.
ac.uk/archaeology/research/cladh-hallan)

The concept of “hearth and home” is one of 
the fundamental building blocks of our culture, 
for many it is our safe haven, the place we 
reference when dealing with new situations, 
people and places. Thus it is much more than 
just bricks, mortar, postholes or architecture.  

It is no different when dealing with the 
archaeological remains of prehistoric dwellings, 
as these too were once “home’” to people who 
may have looked at the world differently from 
us, but in essence loved, laughed, told stories, 
fought, gave birth and died just like we do, all 
within the construct of “hearth and home.”
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The rain had quit an hour after dawn; late 
in the spring of 1530; that, thought Augie, as 
he crouched in the beech grove, was a blessing, 
as the ruse he was about to supborn was tricky 
enough without a drear Borders drizzle clouding 
men’s senses. He’d been wise enough to let the 
vanguard and the royal procession pass by his 
wee hidey hole beside the roadway, knowing 
that to interrupt this train thereat would likely 
garner him a spear through his gizzard before 
his plea might e’en be recognized. Bracing 
himself, he gauged the plodding hooves to his 
own heartbeats, picked the moment well, and 
broke from his concealment.

“Haud, haud up! Hele for His Royal 
Majesty!” Augie cried, as he stumbled 
about betwixt the flustered, whickering 
mounts, flailing his arms and ducking 
his head subserviently. 

Regardless of his posturing, he’d 
been immediately yanked roughly off 
his feet, shaken terrier-style by a burly 
soldier, flung brutally upon the track, 
before the welcome intervention of 
the King’s marischal. 

Spurring his high-blood stallion 
between Augie and his disciplinarian, 
the marischal shouted “Enow, man, 
enow! Lad’s a local – he ha’e words 
for the King, an’ His Grace says tae 
present ‘im!” 

Toute suite, Augie found himself 
nape-hauled o’er the marischal’s saddle 
prow, and cantered to the front of the 
line, where he was tersely dumped 
prat-down before no less than James 
V, King of Scots, a proud monarch 

choked that season on the pestilent recurrence 
of vile outlawry along his borderlands.

“Ken ye my name and station, Boy?” growled 
the King.

“Aye, Your Ven’able Grace,” stammered 
Augie cautiously, face kept downward, “‘tis the 
King of all Scots, as be the Worshipful Crown o’ 
all the Land, and my ain Liege Lord.” 

“Haw! Just so - and whyfore hail ye my 
progress in these miserable marches this day?” 

Well, time now to lay the shimmering trout 
of this great lie before the very throne of the 
Nation, thought Augie.

“Shall it please Your Grace, I ha’e been 
dispatched by the master of House Henderson, 
who begs his Royal Majesty’s mercy, and pledges 
his aid in the uncovering of a hidden way, upon 
which I might guide Your Majesty’s forces, that 
he feels sartain woudst speed the justice of our 
Worshipful throne upon the brigands wham ha’e 
defied His Royal laws, and spat blood upon the 
Crown of our Lands . .”

“Pretty speech, Boy – your master seeks to 

          Cass and Deborah Wright
           Bellows Falls, VT, USAYoung
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shorten my campaign through these Marches, 
do he? And seeks he also, no doubt, a softer 
touch o’ my gauntlet, for this boon of service, 
I do wager?” remarked James, allowing the 
slightest of smirks above his ginger beard.

“He spake nae word of bargain, Your Grace, 
though I trust it is his heart’s hope,” Augie 
replied softly.

The King urged his mount closer to the tall, 
scruffy boy; “Ye heard, ha’e ye, my sentence on 
Johnny Gilnockie?”

“Yes, Your Grace, hanged with fifty followers 
in the churchyard by the brae . .”

“Aye, many widows now amongst the 
Armstrongs . . . and Sandie Scott, how my 
justice there?”

“Burnt at stake, for his plentiful crimes of 
torch.”

“Aye, and that auld fool, Cockburne?”
“Your Majesty summoned him to Edinburgh, 

where he was tried, then beheaded.”
“”Twere the Royal Executioner as done 

such, but I were pleased tae watch! And what 
of Adam Scott, calt by yer ain folk “Tushielaw,” 
but styling himself the King of Thieves?”

“My master told us at stable that Your Grace 
stormed Tushielaw’s keep, and hanged him high 
from the forearch, by the very hands of Your 
Royal Majesty.”

“Aye, just that way, frae yin king, tae another, 
if thieves must ha’e a King, they can answer tae 
me ain self, and answer, by Great God Almighty, 
they shall!” growled James, leaning low then 
from over his saddle. “Mark this: play false tae 
me, laddie, I’ll gouge yer eyes frae yer skull, an’ 
lash ye like a monkey tae me horse’s tail. So ye 
know a hidden cut-through we might traverse, 
do ye?”

“Yes, Your Grace!”
“Such away might save us an hour’s time, 

or two?”
“Nay more, Your Royal Highness, ‘twould 

stand to save ye most of a day’s travel!”
“Walk ye then at front of my train, before 

the mount of my herald, twixt my scouts; Keith, 
see that they follow this young stoat’s direction 

- we’ll see can we gi’e a supper of surprise 
and regret tae some Irvines, and mayhaps a 
venomous clutch of Eliotts!”

Yet an hour later found the royal entourage, 
dutifully led by Augie, winding its way far up 
through the hills of the Middle marches, on a 
serpentine track crowded close by ancient oak 
forests, and high, dismal tarns. An hour later, 
the scouts rounded a tight bend of the narrowing 
trail, only to discover their new young guide 
suddenly absent. Cantering forward along the 
shadowy forest trail, the herald and the scouts 
broke through upon a stony strand, overlooking 
a body of water of about ten acres, rounded 
closely by steep cliffs and hillsides. 

It becomes quickly obvious to the herald, the 
scouts, the marischal, the bannermen, and even 
James V himself, that forward progress was 
impossible, that a grand stroke of deception had 
been played upon them. As a sort of icing upon 
this poisonous cake, the distant sounds could 
then be heard, from the vale about a mile behind 
them, of trees being felled across the narrow 
track which they had just recently ascended. 
More delays, from hidden hands, a trap of time, 
and a checkmate of time lost.

The King laughed then, bitterly, “A day 
saved, he promised me; haw! Now see I a day, 
or better, lost! ‘Henderson’, my auld boot! 
Warden, where is the Warden? Ah! Warden, 
had we continued our first route, what name of 
reivers would we then ha’e encountered?”

“The settlements of the Youngs, Your Grace 
- not a plentiful family, as Border clans go, 
but tough as cowhide, and sly to a measure of 
infamy, Sire.”

“Haw! So I see!” concurs the King, 
grimacing.

“I do doubt, though, given this skein of 
trickery, Your Grace, that when we encroach 
upon those lands, we shall encounter not one o’ 
the Youngs wham ha’e not fled.”

“God’s Blood, I do differ ye,” spake then 
James, gazing into the woodlands about him, “I 
believe we’ve already encountered one o’ those 
Youngs, and that meeting’s cost us dear . . “
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So how came those clever, resourceful, 
resilient Youngs to the bloody Borders of 
Scotland? How did they always stand out 
amongst bigger, wealthier families and clans? 
What unique character made them such valuable 
allies to such far-famed Borders Lords as the 
chiefs of clans like Hume, Eliott, Kerr, Scott, 
and Turnbull?

History obscures indeed the circumstance by 
which so obvious a simple adjective became a 
recognized surname; different sons and heirs 
throughout all Medieval families acquired, 
if only generationally, the cognomen of “the 
Young,” or “the Younger.” At some point, 
there in the easternmost quarter of the Middle 
Marches of Scotland’s Borders, the word 
itself came to describe a separate division of 
someone’s relations, perhaps Celtic, perhaps 
Norman, and within a handful of decades, those 
bearing that name were seen as a family unto 
themselves, over time even to being reckoned 
a known reiving clan of the Border. In good 
months, that meant some number of cattle 
“lifted” from across the English border; in 
thinner times, perhaps some “dark o’ the moon” 
stock purloined from unlucky neighbors, or 
more frequently still with passing years, hiring 
into other reiving bands, most commonly for the 
Kerrs, or Humes, which would return divisions 
of stolen beef, or sometimes, even some silver 
or gold booty. 

In that vein, one can easily imagine that 
Middle March warden, Walter Scott (also the 
Duke of Buccleuch), when assembling his 

secret posse to free Kinmont Willie Armstrong 
from the English castle at Carlisle, included a 
couple of those canny Youngs in his team of 
hard-riding rescuers.

Back closer to their beginnings, in 1271, 
Malmor and Ade, both described as the Young, 
appear at Dumbarton. A John Young of Dingwall, 
in or around 1342, was a witness to a charter by 
the Earl of Ross to Reginald, son of the Lord of 
the Isles. In 1439, the House of the Holy Trinity 
appointed Alexander Young as their chaplain.

Jumping back forward though, to 1540, 
just ten years after Augie Young’s swindle of 
James V, a new opponent rose to the reivers 
of the Scottish Middle Marches, that being the 
newly-appointed warden of the English Middle 
Marches, one Sir Thomas Wharton, a man of 
vast political clout, and a brilliantly devious 
turn of mind. Wharton employed a ring of Scots 
turncoats to keep the reiving families turned 
against each other, which not only served to 
undermine their joint raids for English cattle, 
but to foment more turmoil for his rival wardens 
north of the Border. In 1544, though, he 
pivotally misstepped; having bribed the lesser 
reiving houses, Youngs, Taits, and Rutherfords, 
to stop feuding in order to topple the Kerrs, he 
inadvertently united those lesser houses, who 
voluntarily joined the bigger raids of Clan Kerr 
for greater rewards. Before he could reverse 
that result, Henry VIII of England initiated the 
War of the Rough Wooing, and Wharton found 
his resources confiscated.

Up in Dundee, in that same year of ’44, 
on August 15th, Peter Young was born to a 
respected mercantile household. Along with 
several brothers, Peter received a highly 
regarded education, ultimately leading to his 
notice by the Regent Moray, and therefrom a 
recommendation of his preceptorship for the 
juvenile James VI. That critical acquaintance 
eventually resulted in his appointment as 
Almoner to the King, for the adult James. Peter 
proudly served in that capacity for all the rest 
of his life, throughout which he also enjoyed 
celebrity through his involvements with several 
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different embassies on behalf of his king, who 
eventually, as James VI and I, would express his 
gratitude by creating him a Knight of the British 
Realm at Whitehall, in February of 1605. 

All of that proved a nice counter-balance 
to the repute of his cousins, down among the 
Youngs of the Borders, who were keeping up 
to their “merrie auld trix” as evidenced by 
many, various court records of the region, one 
of which, in 1588, listing five outlaws named 
Young (same area, different households) who 
were charged with the theft of nineteen kyne 
(grown cattle) and five pound-sterling.

Rounding the corner into the 1590s, the 
“terribel redde hands” of the Border Youngs 
became busier still, as they became targeted by 
a new Scottish Middle March warden named 
Robert Carey, who repeatedly charged the Young 
households of colluding with the neighboring 
Burns families to pursue endeavors of pillage 
and theft, for their own gain as well as to defy 
his authority. As the new century drew closer, 
Warden Carey would also come to challenge the 
agendas of the Pringles and the Halls, but was 
also known to hate the Youngs most. Oddly, 
though, he never seemed interested in their 
most ambitious employer, the wildly felonious 
Kerrs; perhaps the warden received bribes to 
calm those waters!

Thankfully, up north in the Lowlands, Sir 
Peter, cleaving to the brighter side of fortune, 
was also graced with his own large family. 
Among his many sons, another Peter attained 
high renown as an ambassador to the court of 
King Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden. Shortly 
thereafter, in 1628, the elder Peter Young died, 
having outlived his one-time student, and life-
long friend, King James I of Great Britain, by 
all of three years, in his retirement home in 
Easter Seton.

Sir Peter was succeeded by his eldest son, Sir 
James Young, ambassador Peter’s elder brother, 
who invested much of his wealth, and his own 
descendants, on the acquisition and settlement 
of new lands in Ireland. The initiation of that 
family tradition of settling new households 

from the Youngs of Scotland voluntarily was 
prophetically quite wise, as they funneled their 
bloodlines away from the Borders, and much 
of the Lowlands. Inadvertently, this saved 
their progeny from suffering as grievously in 
the infamous Scotch-Irish Plantations, which 
continued as punitive, forced displacements 
throughout the 1600s, for many of the smaller 
Border families, like the Bells, the Littles, the 
Halls, the Pringles and the Somervilles.

Sir Peter’s other children did nicely as 
well; Margaret Young wed Sir John Forbes of 
Craigevar in the 1650s, and her brother, Robert, 
married Anna, the heritable daughter of another 
well-doing Borders family, the Grahames of 
Claverhouse.

Sir Peter’s sons and daughters sold his 
beloved estate in Easter Seton, and consequently 
purchased for themselves the lands of Auldebar 
in 1670. Thereafter, partly, one would guess from 
the marital connections with the Claverhouse 
Grahames, and thereby the legacies of the Earl 
of Montrose, and the Bonnie Dundee, that 
the fortunes of the ennobled Youngs became 
inextricably linked with the Stewarts, and both 
the politics and the military dedications of the 
Jacobite Uprisings.

And today? Why, the world is rife with 
Youngs, where’er ye may go! How many are 
descended from the riotous tribe of Border 
reivers?

Just look for the crest with that rampant Red 
Lion, bravely wielding a sword! And listen 
sharp on the wind for their bellowing war-cry: 
“We Ride!”

For in truth, they surely still do!

Follow future issues of the Celtic Guide for further 
information about 2016 publication. . . and thank you for 
joining us at the hearth !                              -  DW

by Cass & Deborah Wright
HencefortH tales



EDITOR’S NOTE: Back in 1882, Robert 
Munro, M.A., M.D.,  FSAScot, published 
a book entitled Scottish Lake Dwellings or 
Crannogs. In it, he tells of discovering an old 
hearth buried in one of these homes. We’ll let 
him speak, in this excerpt from that book:

While making a tentative digging on the 
south side of the lower pavement, I ascertained 
that the soil underneath its corresponding layer 
of clay (which, by the way, extended much 
farther than any of the other layers) contained 
boars’ tusks, broken bones, and charcoal. After 
digging for about 4 feet below the level of the 
pavement, we came upon a layer of chips of 
wood as if cut by a hatchet, and below this a thick 
layer of turf with the grassy side downwards. 
Water here oozed up, but with the spade I could 
readily distinguish that underneath the turf there 
were large logs of wood extending farther in all 
directions than I could then ascertain. 

With a pole we took the perpendicular height 
of the level of the surface of the upper hearth 
above these logs, and it measured exactly seven 
feet nine inches, so that the greatest depth of the 
accumulated rubbish since the logs were laid, 
i.e. about centre of mound, would be about eight 
and a half feet. I then determined to clear the 
soil entirely away round the fireplace down to 
these logs, still keeping the surrounding trench 
at the same breadth as before, viz., four to five 
feet. 

While this was being done we inspected the 
stuff as it was removed, though I now regret this 
was not done more carefully, and found a great 
variety of manufactured implements of various 
materials. Observe that the portion here referred 
to is well defined,—above by the layer of clay 
corresponding to the lower or first-discovered 
pavement, and below by the newly-discovered 
log pavement. It is fortunate that this was the 
case, as it turned out so prolific of relics that I 

have assigned to it the name of relic-bed. 
Amongst these were a spindle whorl, 

two bone chisels, and several pointed bone 
implements, a polished stone celt, a metal knife, 
some implements of horn and wood, a fringe-
like object manufactured of the stems of a moss, 
and a great many hammer-stones. 

Close to the pavement, but about two feet 
lower, we extracted the skeleton of an animal 
like that of a goat or sheep, the skull of which 
was entire, and had short horn-cores attached 
to it. The relic-bed was made up of partially 
decomposed vegetable matters, and could be 
separated into thin layers; the common bracken, 
moss, parts of the stems of coarse grass, heather, 
and large quantities of the broken shells of hazel 
nuts, were frequently met with. 

The bones were generally broken as if for the 
extraction of their marrow. The bed of chips of 
wood was several inches thick, and extended 
more than half-way round, and had its maximum 
extent on the south-west side. The logs, all of 
which were oak, and cut at various lengths, from 
about six feet to twelve feet, seemed to radiate 
from the central line of the fireplace, like the 
spokes of a wheel. Underneath these logs were 
others lying transversely, and in some places a 
third layer could be detected by probing with a 
staff. None of these layers of logs were disturbed 
at this stage of the proceedings. 
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An Ancient Hearth Discovered 1882 excerpt from
Robert Munro, FSAScot

Scotland

Mr. Cochran-Patrick, made this sketch
at the site of the excavation.
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A perpendicular section made of the central 
mass left standing, just touching the southern 
edge of the first-discovered pavement, and 
looking towards the south, presented the 
appearance of stratified rocks of various colours, 
of which the above is a sketch. At the bottom is 
the log pavement; then in succession you see 
turf, clay, a black line of ashes; then again clay, 
another line of charcoal and ashes, and lastly, 
the pavement imbedded in a thick layer of clay. 
The upper pavement and intermediate section 
are not represented, as they were demolished by 
visitors some days previous to the taking of the 
sketch. 

Upon removing this central mass of clay and 
ashes intervening between the stony pavement 
and the log pavement, Dr. Macdonald and I 
made the important discovery that there were 
two other stony pavements corresponding 
exactly with the charcoal lines in the drawing. 

The one was eighteen inches below the first-
discovered pavement (or that figured in the 
drawing, and which has hitherto been called the 
lower pavement), and the other sixteen inches 
still lower, and about a similar distance above 
the logs. Both these pavements were slightly 
oval in shape, about four feet in diameter, and 
beautifully built with flat stones and raised rims 
round them, precisely similar to the two already 
described. 

While in the act of demolishing these 
fireplaces we came upon another entire skull of 
a sheep or goat, with horn-cores attached to it, 
very like the one already mentioned, and found 
near the same place. At the north-east side, close 
to the fireplaces, were a few large stones built 
one above the other, and poised evenly with 
wedges of wood and stones. 

A little to the north of these stones, and about 
four feet from the base of the fireplaces, there 
was a portion of a large square-cut upright stake, 
a few feet long, resting on a flat circular board, 
like the bottom of a barrel, and supported by the 
log pavement. On the south side of the stones, 
and close to them, was a round flat piece of oak, 
with a hole in its centre, somewhat like a quern 

stone. My fist could just go through this hole, 
and when found it had a small plug of wood 
loosely fitting it. 

Near the same place portions of a large 
shallow dish made of soft wood, and a small 
bit of a three-plied rope of withs, were picked 
up. About five feet to the south of the centre of 
the pavements there was a portion of another 
upright stake resting on the log pavement. 

Although various other portions of decayed 
stakes and pins of oak were found while 
excavating within a few feet of the fireplaces, 
they were not so systematically arranged as to 
suggest the idea that they formed the remains of 
a surrounding hut, as was undoubtedly the case 
with those corresponding to the first-discovered 
pavement, and already described.

  Another sketch from the dig made by Cochran-
Patrick, and described thusly:
   T, Outer circular trench with stuff thrown outwards. 
DD, Trenches near centre of crannog. A, Mortised 
beams at north-east corner. E, Rude platform 
adjacent to mortised beams. P, LP, Upper and lower 
pavements or hearths, with stakes surrounding 
them. GG, Horizontal beams on level with lower 
pavement. B, Main drain passing through the mound. 
F, Undisturbed mound. CC, Two transverse beams 
lying across near the bottom of trench, with a square-
cut hole in each, but not containing uprights.
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Author’s note: Many European folk beliefs and 
traditions are widespread from Britain clear to 
Russia. They simply have some variation, different 
names, etc. Obviously each culture is unique, 
but they are also related. In her “European 
Mythology,” premier scholar on European folk 
tradition, Jacqueline Simpson, says that European 
folk custom is “pretty consistent throughout 
Europe, despite political and linguistic barriers” 
(p8). Therefore this article is about folk beliefs 
and customs related to the European household 
that are found in Celtic as well as other European 
cultures. 

The old European worldview originating in 
paganism, but continuing on under Christianity in 
some cases into the 20th century, was a magical 
one. People believed that spirits interacted with 
them and interceded in their lives for good and 
for ill. For most people in the past, life revolved 
around the homestead, and so it shouldn’t be 
surprising that certain spirits, deities, beliefs, and 
rituals evolved around the home.

the SAcred heArth Fire
Fire is one of the most primitive spiritual 

symbols of mankind because it was so essential to 
our survival. The concept of a sacred fire is found 
worldwide, but especially in colder Northern 
climates. The Celts are famous for their fire 
festivals at key times of the year, such as Beltane 
(May Day) and Samhain (Halloween). However, 
virtually all other European peoples also had 
fire festivals and often at the same times of 
year, including the Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic 
groups. 

In the earliest times, it may be that the priest 
class held the secret of fire, which is why a tradition 

of eternal flames tended to in temples is found in 
many ancient cultures from Greece to Ireland. In 
fact, the Oxford Dictionary of Celtic Mythology, 
by James MacKillop, mentions several important 
places where fire is relevant in Celtic myth. One 
story that reveals an ancient memory of fire is 
recorded in the Irish mytho-history, the Lebor 
Gabála Érenn (Book of Invasion). The ancient 
text says that a chief druid called Mide lit the very 
first fire in Ireland at Uisnach. This same fire is 
said to have burned continuously for seven years 
and torches lit from it were carried to light the 
hearth fires of all the chiefs in Ireland (p235). 

So, it seems clear that in very primitive eras 
when the “magic” of fire was not well understood, 
it was associated with “magicians” such as the 
druids. But, as time moved on and fire became 
a part of normal life, it began to develop an 
association with women and the home. Often 
sacred eternal flames were tended to by female 
priestesses, such as the Greek Vestal Virgins who 
guarded the sacred fire of Vesta. It is well known 
that the Irish Catholic Saint Brigid was adapted 
from the pagan goddess, also called Brigid. The 
goddess Brigid was associated with fire, and an 

European
House Magic

by Carolyn Emerick
USA

A cauldron over a fire in William Blake’s 
illustration to his mythical Europe a Prophecy, 

first published in 1794
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eternal flame was kept by Saint Brigid’s devotees, 
the nuns of Kildare, well into the Christian era. 

It likely is no coincidence that these so-called 
eternal flames were tended to by women. In the 
traditional European family, the woman’s work 
typically revolved around the homestead while 
the man was doing more labor intensive work 
elsewhere. So, the matriarch of the house tended 
the family hearth fire, which was essential for the 
livelihood of the home. 

This is precisely why the imagery of the cauldron 
over a fire is synonymous with the archetype 
of the female witch. These were everyday use 
items in the household, the worldview of the day 
believed in magic, and the hearth was associated 
with strong spiritual connotations.

  
houSehold deitieS
There are two main types of household deities, 

and the first is generally known as the Hearth 
Goddess. She’s usually a deity associated with the 
domestic sphere, women’s issues, and honored at 
the house fire. The Norse Frigga, German Holle, 
Greek Hestia, Roman Vesta, Slavic Mokosh, and 
Celtic Brigid are some of the most well-known 
European goddesses found in this category.

 

Some hearth goddesses are associated overtly 
with fire, such as Brigid and Vesta, while others are 
associated with domesticity in general. Women’s 
work that was done around the homestead was 
often overseen by the hearth goddess. This work 
did not have the negative connotation that is 
sometimes applied to the term “women’s work” 
today. The work done by women was just as crucial 
as that done by men. Just as women often lacked 
physical strength necessary for the hard labor 
chores done by their husbands, the large hands 
of men often were less adept at work requiring 
intricate fingering, such as processing raw fibers 
into yarn and textiles. 

Without textiles, the family is not clothed and 
the beds have no blankets, as well as the myriad of 
other uses that made fabric a household necessity. 
Spinning and weaving could also provide an 
income source, so it was every bit as valuable 
to the household as any other chore. It is very 
common to see domestic goddesses depicted with 
a spinning wheel, and we see this in the Norse 
Frigga, German Holle, and Slavic Mokosh. It has 
been noted that pagan goddesses often lived on 
in folk belief and fairy tales, albeit diminished 
from their former role of goddess. The Lowland 
Scots fairy tale called Habitrot depicts a fairy 
godmother type figure associated with spinning 
who appears to be a vestige of a pre-Christian 
domestic goddess. (Read more about the Divine 
Feminine in Fairy Tales on my website.) 

The other type of household deity is typically 
the male guardian of the property. Known as 
tutelary spirits, these guardians are thought to have 
originated as the male ancestor who first owned 
the property and whose spirit lingered on to guard 
it. In time, this evolved into the house elf tradition 
which lingers on profoundly in Teutonic culture 
from Scandinavia and Germany to England and 
Lowland Scotland.

I wrote an article about the mischievous side 
of these spirits in Celtic Guide’s October 2015 
Halloween issue (When Brownies Turn Bad) 
which contained a great deal of information on 
them, so I won’t go into too much detail here. But 
it is worth pointing out that these domestic spirits 
were thought to be tied to the luck and well-being 
of the household and family. They were honored 

“Frigga and the Beldame” 
by Harry George Theaker, 1920
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and propitiated with offerings of food, and in 
return they brought good fortune and prosperity 
by helping with the chores around the homestead. 
This would often be farm chores, but they might 
help with a profession run from the home as seen 
in the famous fairy tale “The Shoemaker and the 
Elves.”

Another domestic tutelary deity seen in parts 
of Northern Europe, especially in Germanic areas, 
was the house snake. Unlike the house elf, which 
was a spirit, this deity was a living corporeal snake 
that lived in the family home, somewhat like a pet. 
It is not clear if this custom hearkens back to very 
ancient serpent worship tradition, as those tend 
to be seen more frequently in warmer climates. 
My best guess was that the snakes were kept for 
the same reason cats were domesticated – vermin 
control. Snakes and cats kill rodents which carry 
disease. Fewer rodents means a higher likelihood 
of a healthy family in those days, as well as 
healthy livestock which directly translated into 
prosperity. So, it makes sense that in the context of 
a superstitious society which viewed their world 
in terms of magic,  a snake in the home could be 
seen as a symbol of good fortune which attributed 
it with spiritual value. 

PlAceS oF Power in the home
We have already discussed the hearth as a part 

of the house which held spiritual significance. This 
seems to be greatly influenced by its connection 
with fire. But the hearth is also symbolically 
connected to women, and women were the sex 
who were generally considered to be the carriers 
of magical tradition in the home. 

There are still lingering vestiges of hearth and 
kitchen imagery in modern traditions. The “kitchen 
witch” is a common motif in German households, 
and one finds little figurines of witches on brooms 
in many German kitchens. On the Eve of the first 
day of May, Germans celebrate Walpurgisnacht, a 
holiday with strong associations to witchcraft. This 
festival is typically celebrated with bonfires… not 
unlike the Celtic fire festival of Beltane, held at 
the same time. 

We see the hearth make an appearance in 
modern day Christmas lore, as well. It is well 
known that much of the Santa Claus lore developed 
in America, however, it was heavily influenced by 
Old World traditions. 

There is a lot of debate on which figures 
influenced Santa Claus. My opinion is that he is 
an amalgam of many influences, and thus it would 
take a separate article to suss that out. Suffice to 
say that it seems clear that the house elf custom 
is one of those influences. Cookies and milk are 
left out for Santa in the same way that house elves 
were propitiated by leaving food out for them – 
their favorite being grain-based food (cereals, 
baked goods, etc) and milk. 

The fact that Santa arrives through the chimney 
into the hearth is another clue that he is a modern 
figure with ancient origins. Since we don’t 
always have traditional appliances in our homes 
today it can be easy to forget that the chimney 
would typically have been connected to the main 
fireplace in the home. Unlike today’s fireplaces 
meant for cozy evenings in front of the telly, in a 
modest traditional home very often there was no 
separate kitchen and living room, but one main 
living space with a hearth for both heating and 
cooking in the center. So Santa’s arrival through 
the chimney is a nod to the ancient idea that the 
hearth held mystical connotations and was a place 
of spiritual activity. 

Celtic Blackhouses kept a large peat fire in the center 
of the home. The smoke dissipates out through the 
thatched roof without a chimney. Photo by Nessy-
Pic on WikiCommons.
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French scholar Claude Lecouteux conducted an 
intensive study on European household spiritual 
beliefs for his book The Tradition of Household 
Spirits. He states that under common Indo-
European belief, “the house forms a protective 
cocoon, one that is sacred and magical” (p48). In 
other words, the house is not only a barrier to the 
elements, but it also shields its inhabitants from 
malevolent spiritual forces. This concept relates 
both to the rituals of house blessings and even to 
ancient hospitality customs.

Because the walls and roof of a home formed a 
physical barrier that blocked both the physical and 
supernatural world from entering, openings came 
to be seen as portals through which spirits could 
enter the home. As explained above, the chimney 
was one of these portals, as well as the more 
obvious doors and windows. Therefore charms, 
amulets, blessings, and rituals were often placed 
or recited at doorways and windows. 

Another conspicuous place in the home was the 
threshold. Obviously this is tied to the concept of 
the door as a portal, but also as an especially sacred 
part of the entryway. The earliest homes had only 
one door and no windows. Even chimneys were 
a later addition, as very early homes let smoke 
simply escape through thatched roofs. So the 
doorway as a sacred place in the home has a very 
strong and ancient origin. In addition to amulets 
placed over the door, vows were often sworn over 
the threshold, offerings to tutelary spirits could be 
poured over the threshold. And, just as hearth lore 
has carried on into modern times, we see the sacred 
nature of the threshold live on in the custom of the 
bridegroom carrying his new bride across it. 

bleSSingS And AmuletS
Jacqueline Simpson describes the relationship 

between humans and the spirit world as a sliding 
scale between malevolent and benevolent. And 
so folk customs developed as ways to nurture 
positive relationships with helpful spirits as well as 
protective rites to ward off evil ones. We discussed 
the protective tutelary spirits who guarded the 
home and that they would be propitiated with 
offerings to encourage future prosperity. 

In Germany, a figurine of the Kobold (house 
elf) was often kept by the hearth. This tradition 
lives on in the popularity of gnome figurines in 
German households to this day. The house snake 
tradition evolved in Scandinavia where it became 
customary to bury the body of a snake under the 
threshold for good luck in the home. 

Inscriptions beseeching the spiritual realm for 
blessings and luck are common in households 
worldwide. Today we see plaques or cross 
stitch designs that say “Bless This House” quite 
commonly in people’s homes. These signs are still 
most commonly found above the main doorway 
and inside the kitchen.

Certain materials were thought to be protective, 
especially iron. The concept of iron as a material 
of power is an ancient one. The art of smithing, 
like the earlier skill of harnessing fire, was initially 
seen as quite magical. It was a skill that the average 
person lacked, but the wider community came to 
depend on their smithies for tools and weaponry. 
Metalworking represents man’s dominance over 

“Ghost of Christmas Present,” 
an illustration by John Leech 

made for Charles Dickens’s festive classic 
A Christmas Carol (1843).



the elements, and as such, iron took on very 
mystical connotations in the common imagination. 
It turns up as a protective amulet in fairy lore from 
Celtic and Anglo Britain clear to Russia. 

Therefore, iron became a common protective 
amulet inside the home. A horseshoe over the door 
for good luck hangs there more for the material it 
was made of than for its shape. Simple iron nails 
could be placed over doorways and windows as 
well. Up into modern times it was very common 
for people to keep figurines made of iron by their 
hearthsides. The cricket was a common one, 
and many readers will remember black cast iron 
crickets on their own grandparents’ fireplaces. 

The iron hearth cricket ties the magic of the 

hearth with the magic of iron combined with the 
figure of a protective spirit. 

So many of our traditions have roots so very 
ancient that their origins trace to times in the very 
distant past. Sometimes it’s easy to think we can’t 
relate to people so primitive that fire was sacred to 
them. Yet, we find ourselves repeating some of the 
same customs that originated with our prehistoric 
ancestors. These customs tie us to our families, our 
ancestors, our roots, and cultural past. Whether 
we believe they hold magical power or not, or that 
spirits linger in our midst, why not revive some of 
these traditions? It’s a way to honor our heritage, 
and inviting in a bit of good luck never hurts.
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I currently have four books for sale online – 
• Captain Jack: Father of the Yukon 
• Ebenezer Denny: First Mayor of Pittsburgh
• Catholic Boys: McCartney, Springsteen and Buffett 
• Holy Alliance: The Vatican and The White House

Captain Jack is a longer in depth study. The remaining three, while still in depth, are quick reads. I invite you to 
look them up on Amazon or Create Space and just maybe you’ll want to purchase one or more of them. I hope so.

   The books of
James McQuiston
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So, what’s next?
Here are the remaining themes for 2016:

October - Our Halloween issue, in whatever spooky form that decides to take this year;
December - Gifts, our free-for-all, anything-goes, Christmas gift issue.

We already have two stories in for October/Halloween and one for December/Gifts. If history 
repeats itself, as it has for the last fifty issues, we should have some great reading heading your way 
in these last two issues for 2016.

Occasionally, you may have noticed footnotes on stories, and quite often bibliographies. But, 
on the whole, we are all just story-tellers, relaying our own memories, stories told to us, stories 
we’ve taken an interest in and want to pass on to others with similar interests. This has been the 
goal of the Celtic Guide ever since it started in December of 2011, to be published as our first issue 
in January 2012. Fifty issues have now been published.

We had no idea what would happen, but thanks to an awful lot of people we have become a 
portal for Guide stories, for Facebook links, for free Celtic music from some of the least expected 
places like Austria and Romania and Spain, plus, of course, Ireland, Wales, Canada and the U.S.

I don’t honestly know “What’s Next?” but based on past experience, I think it will be “Good 
Stuff,” as our friend Natalie MacMaster likes to say! Good Guide Stuff!


